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Which channel has the 

largest impact on the 

success of other 

channels?

Larry Bruce

Online Drive



Lift Attributed to Electronic Media



What role should 

electronic media play in 

a dealer’s marketing 

mix?

Larry Bruce

Online Drive



According to the Online Drive study, which 

channel experienced the greatest lift once 

electronic media was introduced into the 

marketing mix?

oPay Per Click

oDirect Mail

oWebsite Behavioral Targeting

oEmail Marketing

Poll Question:



James Dykstra

Comcast Spotlight



DRIVERS & CHALLENGES 

Strong demand; 

avg. age @ 11.7 

years 
(Automotive News, Jan 2013 ) `

Production up 

to 16.5m units 

in ‘14 (Automotive News, 

Jan 2013) 

90% of 

shopping 

process done 

online 



Strong demand; 

avg. age @ 11.7 

years 
(Automotive News, Jan 2013 ) `

Average loyalty 

44%, ford #1 @ 

60%              (RL Polk 

Loyalty Data, Jan-June, 2013)  

Production up 

to 16.5m units 

in ‘14 (Automotive News, 

Jan 2013) 

52% of buyers 

leapfrog their 

local dealer 
(True Car, Inc. Industry 

Analysis, Dec 2012)   

90% of 

shopping 

process done 

online 

15% of sales > 

30 miles from 

dealer          
(True Car, Inc. Industry 

Analysis, Dec 2012)   

DRIVERS & CHALLENGES 



Google, Multiscreen  Cross Platform Consumer Behavior Study, August 2012 

A NEW PATH TO PURCHASE 



GenX

& Millennials

54% 

…your future! 

77%  Simultaneously 

But…Don’t Forget About Boomers

2 out of 5 Multi-device Users

MULTI-SCREEN USE  



77%  Simultaneously 
But…Don’t Forget About Boomers

2 out of 5 Multi-device Users

MULTI-SCREEN USE  

TV Creates 

Demand
The Internet 

Fulfills It

“peak period for auto search is 5 to 8pm”
-Amy Peet, Sr. Digital Mktg. Mgr. Chrysler



50% Internet Traffic; Sandivine

VIDEO RULES  



TV: 283m Online Video 187m
(Nielsen TV Universe 2012)

VIDEO RULES  

.    

25% of 

YouTube’s 

global views 

are from 

mobile 

devices (1b+)
http://www.youtube.com/yt/pre

ss/statistics.html 50% Internet Traffic; Sandivine



Geo targeted demand…

*Americans consume   

60 hrs/wk of media…

Digital fulfills…

increases: 

• Local dealer share (% 

in PMA)

• Service retention 

• Owner loyalty   

78% or 47 hours   of 

which is video

demand:

• Search

• Auto sites

• OEM

• Direct (type URL)

UPPER FUNNEL TARGETING DRIVES ROI



10% hh’s “always in the market” (US Census) 

New Car Buyers 

58% in market < 30 days 
(Compete Vehicle Shoppers You Tube Audience & Behavior)

87% watch online videos (Comscore, 2012)   

Dealer visits have fallen;    
2005: 4.6 >     2010: 1.2 

52% leapfrog local dealers                 
(True Car, Inc. Industry Analysis, Dec 2012)   

61% visit after an online auto video (Compete 

Vehicle Shoppers You Tube Audience & Behavior)

PLANNING DRIVES ROI  



10% hh’s “always in the market” (US Census) 

New Car Buyers 

58% in market < 30 days 
(Compete Vehicle Shoppers You Tube Audience & Behavior)

87% watch online videos (Comscore, 2012)   

Dealer visits have fallen;    
2005: 4.6 >     2010: 1.2 

Annual Plan

consistency 

drives ROI 
“customer 401k” 

You only get one 

shot!

52% leapfrog local dealers                 
(True Car, Inc. Industry Analysis, Dec 2012)   

61% visit after an online auto video (Compete 

Vehicle Shoppers You Tube Audience & Behavior)

more videos 

= 

more sales

local sales 

most profitable

PLANNING DRIVES ROI  
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According to the Online Drive study, which 

channel experienced the greatest lift once 

electronic media was introduced into the 

marketing mix?

oPay Per Click

oDirect Mail

oWebsite Behavioral Targeting

oEmail Marketing

Poll Results:



Lift Attributed to Electronic Media



Poll Question:

What percentage of new car buyers purchase 

their car from a dealer located 30 miles or 

more miles from their home?

o5%

o10%

o15%

o20%

Source: True Car, Inc. Industry Analysis, Dec 2012 



HOW IMPORTANT IS 

CONSISTENT VIDEO 

ADVERTISING TO A 

DEALER'S SUCCESS?

Michael Nealy

Team One Development



WHY IS ONLINE VIDEO 

AN IMPORTANT 

ADDITION TO A TV 

CAMPAIGN?

Michael Nealy

Team One Development





Michael Nealy

Team One Development



Poll Results:

What percentage of new car buyers purchase 

their car from a dealer located 30 miles or 

more miles from their home?

o5%

o10%

o15%

o20%
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RESEARCH’S AREAS OF FOCUS

• Provides answers to, “What does my target audience look like?”

• “What cable networks and online sites do they frequent?”

• “Who is currently in the market for a new / used vehicle?”

Qualitative

• Sheds light on the inefficiencies of traditional media.

• Measures the effectiveness of targeted advertising, and dealers’

share of business against competitors and the market average.

Quantitative

• Captures a manufacturer’s / dealer’s best market(s) and zone(s).

• Illustrates retail trade areas and priority communities.

• Identifies natural barriers and zones of opportunity.

Geographic



New Vehicles | December 2012 - November 2013 

| Competitor: Broadcast: PHILADELPHIA

O&O,Turnkey Out,Turnkey In,Other

5 zones

3 selected

579 of 796 (72.7%) similar registrations for this 

dealer

579 of 1,837 (31.5%) similar registrations in these 

zones

579 of 25,509 (2.3%) all registrations in these 

zones

Dealer Location

Zone Data
Zone data - # regs.

314 - 386

242 - 313

171 - 241

99 - 170

27 - 98

Trade Area

Broadcast: PHILADELPHIA

Competitor Comcast

100% target coverage 61% target coverage

98% out of target 11% out of target

Wasted coverage: Wasted coverage:

98% 11%



New Vehicles | December 2012 - November 2013 

| Competitor: Broadcast: PHILADELPHIA

O&O,Turnkey Out,Turnkey In,Other

5 zones

3 selected

579 of 796 (72.7%) similar registrations for this 

dealer

579 of 1,837 (31.5%) similar registrations in these 

zones

579 of 25,509 (2.3%) all registrations in these 

zones

Aggregated Sales

756 
87.2%

695 
80.4%

468 
82.1%

435 
90.1%

246 
86.9%

196 
72.9% 195 

81.3% 174 
82.5%

93 
88.6%

78 
84.8%

111 
12.8%

169 
19.6%

102 
17.9% 73 

27.1%

Total Aggregated Sales Filtered by Make Total Aggregated Sales with Filters
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New Vehicles | December 2012 - November 2013 

| Competitor: Broadcast: PHILADELPHIA

O&O,Turnkey Out,Turnkey In,Other

5 zones

3 selected

579 of 796 (72.7%) similar registrations for this 

dealer

579 of 1,837 (31.5%) similar registrations in these 

zones

579 of 25,509 (2.3%) all registrations in these 

zones

Dealer Trend and Forecast
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31.531.5
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Broadcast Post – Local Chevrolet Dealer

*Partial Schedule



Cable Network Ranker 
Chart

Last Vehicle Was a Chevrolet, Looking to Purchase New / Used

0

10

20

30

40

50

% of Target

43.2 
41.5 

28.2 27.5 27.3 26.5 25.9 25.8 24.8 24.1 24.0 23.9 23.1 22.5 22.2 

FAM -TV
AEN -TV

TWC -TV
HIST-TV

TBSC-TV
LIF -TV

ESPN-TV
APL -TV

USA -TV
FOOD-TV

TLC -TV
ESP2-TV

DISC-TV
ZCSN-TV

LMN -TV

Past 7 Days
Philadelphia, PA-Syndicated-Mosaic, Au12-Jl13, Scarborough, Total Survey Area, Adults 18+

This report has been prepared using STRATA report design © copyright 2014 Strata Marketing, Inc. 1-312-222-1555.
Scarborough Ratings Data © Copyright 2014 Scarborough Research Corporation. Scarborough Data & Reports are protected under the federal Copyright Act and are the registered 
intellectual property of Scarborough Research & Arbitron, Inc. Any use of the Scarborough Data is subject to all limitations and qualifications contained in the Report.



Cable Network Ranker 
Chart

Last Vehicle Was a Chevrolet, Looking to Purchase New / Used
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Index

364 

235 
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150 

MTV2-TV
FAM -TV

CMT -TV
LMN -TV

MLBN-TV
VH1 -TV

TLC -TV
TVL -TV

BET -TV
CNBC-TV

FBN -TV
APL -TV

ESP2-TV
MTV -TV

AEN -TV

Past 7 Days
Philadelphia, PA-Syndicated-Mosaic, Au12-Jl13, Scarborough, Total Survey Area, Adults 18+

This report has been prepared using STRATA report design © copyright 2014 Strata Marketing, Inc. 1-312-222-1555.
Scarborough Ratings Data © Copyright 2014 Scarborough Research Corporation. Scarborough Data & Reports are protected under the federal Copyright Act and are the registered 
intellectual property of Scarborough Research & Arbitron, Inc. Any use of the Scarborough Data is subject to all limitations and qualifications contained in the Report.



Proposed Cable Schedule – Local Chevrolet Dealer

*Partial Schedule



Burlington County

Central Delaware

Berks County

Atlantic County

Chester County

Gloucester Co.

W Montgomery County

Cape May County

Upper Bucks County

Wilmington

Mercer County

Middletown

Lower Bucks County

Camden County East

SE Montgomery County

Delaware Valley

SW Jersey

Central Bucks County

Central MontCo

E Delaware County

NW Philadelphia

W Delaware County

Camden County West

NE Philadelphia

West Philadelphia

Center City

Lower Merion
2013 Ad Zone Report

for the Philadelphia DMA

Buick GMC Dealer Location

Against Direct Competitors

DMA



East Delaware County

Western Montgomery County

Atlantic

Central Bucks

Southwest Jersey

Berks

Central Montgomery County

Allentown

Southeast Montgomery County
Northeast Philadelphia

Central Delaware

Mercer

Camden West

Camden East

Cape May

Middletown DE

Cecil County West

Ocean County South

West Delaware County

Upper Bucks

West Philadelphia

Lower Bucks

Wilmington

Northwest Philadelphia
Lower Merion

Center City

Gloucester

Chester County Burlington

Ad Zone Report for Volvo

Ranked by Vehicles in Operation

Within the Philadelphia DMA

Vehicle Range Per Zone

Broadcast DMA

4,614 – 6,687

2,882 – 4,614

2,104 – 2,882

1,533 – 2,104

1 – 1,533

Source: 2013 Polk (Jan ‘12 – Dec ‘12 Regs).



ZIP Code Report for Dealer F

Ranked by Customer Concentration

Within the Philadelphia & New York DMAs

Dealer Plotted With Primary Towns

Customer Range Per ZIP

Broadcast DMAs

20 Mile Radius

179 - 418

86 - 179

55 - 86

12 - 55

1 - 12

Trenton
Hightstown

Princeton Junction

Trenton
Lawrenceville

Princeton



179 - 418

86 - 179

55 - 86

12 - 55

1 - 12

ZIP Code Report for Dealer F

Ranked by Customer Concentration

Within the Philadelphia & New York DMAs

Dealer Plotted With Primary Zones

Customer Range Per ZIP

Broadcast DMAs

Cable Ad Zones

MERCER

MIDDLESEX

PRINCETON
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Using Video to Drive Auto Sales and Profitability



www.comcastspotlight.com/takefive



Wed., May 21, 2PM ET

The Intersection of Media and Technology: 

NBCU+ Powered by Comcast





AUTOMOTIVE TV ADVERTISING THE FAST LANE TO ATTRACTING LIKELY BUYERS 2

CAB AUTOMOTIVE BUYERS STUDY

Automotive Buyers Purchase Process & Beyond

What influence does media have?

INTENT DISCOVERY CONSIDERATION

PURCHASE POST-EVALUATION ADVOCACY

I want/ 
need a vehicle”

what brands 
should I 
consider?”

What are the 
specific attributes 
of each brand?”

I am buying this 
automobile”

Am I happy with 
my purchase? 

Would I 
recommend 
to others?”
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Television is the Media with the Greatest Influence Across 
the Likely Buyer’s Path from Discovery to Advocacy 

CAB AUTOMOTIVE BUYERS STUDY

Automotive Buyers Purchase Process & Beyond

Television is 
relied on most 
to ‘first learn’ 
about auto 
brands

Television is the 
strongest media 
influence on which 
auto brands are 
included on a buyers 
consideration list

TV ads lead 
consumers to auto 
websites better than 
any other medium

Television is the 
strongest media 
influence on the 
purchase decision

Television ads help 
reinforce the 
purchase decision 
of a vehicle

Seeing a TV 
ad makes an 
owner proud 

DISCOVERY

Start your 
engines: 
Media’s influence 
begins in the 
next phase

INTENT CONSIDERATION PURCHASE POST-EVALUATION ADVOCACY

....................................................................................

....................................................................................

....................................................................................

....................................................................................

....................................................................................



When You Are Starting To Think About Buying a Vehicle, Where Are 
You Most Likely to First Learn About Di�erent Automotive Brands?

AUTOMOTIVE TV ADVERTISING THE FAST LANE TO ATTRACTING LIKELY BUYERS 4

GENERATING INITIAL BRAND INTEREST: 

Likely Buyers Rely on TV Most to Discover 
Di�erent Automotive Brands  

Source: CAB Automotive Buyers Study, Dec. 2013; Q. When you are starting to think about buying a vehicle, where are you most likely to 

first learn about di�erent automotive brands? (by brands we mean Ford, Honda, Mercedes, etc) Select any or all that apply

32%
28% 27% 27%

23%

14%
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When You Are Starting To Think About Buying a Vehicle, Where Are 
You Most Likely to First Learn About Di�erent Automotive Brands?

GENERATING INITIAL BRAND INTEREST: 

For Both Men & Women, TV is the #1 Medium 
to Learn About Auto Brands

Female  25 - 54GENDER
Male       25 - 54

30%
33%

29%

27%

25%

29% 29%

25%

22%

24%

11%

17%

5%

14%

6%
5%

3%
6%

3% 4%

3%

1%

Source: CAB Automotive Buyers Study, Dec. 2013; Q. When you are starting to think about buying a vehicle, where are you most likely to 

first learn about di�erent automotive brands? (by brands we mean Ford, Honda, Mercedes, etc) Select any or all that apply
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When You Are Starting To Think About Buying a Vehicle, Where Are 
You Most Likely to First Learn About Di�erent Automotive Brands?

GENERATING INITIAL BRAND INTEREST: 

Television is an Important Medium to First Learn About 
Di�erent Auto Brands Among Blacks and Hispanics.

Source: CAB Automotive Buyers Study, Dec. 2013; Q. When you are starting to think about buying a vehicle, where are you most 

likely to first learn about di�erent automotive brands? (by brands we mean Ford, Honda, Mercedes, etc) Select any or all that apply

Black
White Non-Hispanics

ETHNICITY

Hispanic29%

43%

32%
33%

31%

35%

32%

30%

23%

31%

18%18%

15%

12%

8%

3%
6%

3%

1%4%
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5% 5%

30%
29%

24%

23%

20%

8%

14%

4%

2% 3%

1%
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When You Are Starting To Think About Buying a Vehicle, Where Are 
You Most Likely to First Learn About Di�erent Automotive Brands?

GENERATING INITIAL BRAND INTEREST: 

Luxury and Price Sensitive Buyers Rely on TV Most 
to Discover Di�erent Automotive Brands  

I am looking for a luxury automobilePRICE SPECTRUM
I am looking for a reliable car at a fair price point

38%

42%

31%

40%

33%

38%

31% 31%

35%

28%

24%

19%

7%

13%

2%

8%
11%

6%
9%

4% 4%

3%

Source: CAB Automotive Buyers Study, Dec. 2013; Q. When you are starting to think about buying a vehicle, where are you most likely to 

first learn about di�erent automotive brands? (by brands we mean Ford, Honda, Mercedes, etc) Select any or all that apply
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61% of buyers start forming 
their consideration set over 
2 months before purchase 

82% of buyers include 3 or less 
brands in their consideration list 

“68% of likely buyers agree TV ads inform me 
about vehicles I might not have already considered”

Source: CAB Automotive Buyers Study; Dec. 2013 Q. How far in advance do you plan to make your consideration list? (Select one); 

Q. When you first narrow down your search, how many automotive brands do you believe will be in  your consideration list? (Select one)

How far in advance do 
you make your 
consideration list?
(A25-54)

6 months or more

3-5 months

2-3 months

1 month

A few weeks or less

When you narrow down
your search, how many
auto brands do you believe
will be in your
consideration list? (A25-54)

29%

61%

82%

11%

21%

17%

22%

2 or less

3 or less

4 or less

more than 5

39%

43%

12%

6%

AUTOMOTIVE TV ADVERTISING THE FAST LANE TO ATTRACTING LIKELY BUYERS 8 

GETTING ON THE SHORT LIST:

A Buyer’s Vehicle Consideration List Forms Early and is Short



What has the strongest influence on your decision 
to add a vehicle to your consideration list? 

Likes / tweets 
by auto 
manufacturer on 
social media

Online 
video ads

What I hear 
on the radio 

What I read in 
newspapers / 
magazines

ADS I SEE 
ON TV

Reviews on 
vehicle 
review sites

Search engine 
results / ads

Information on 
auto manufacturer 
websites

Source: CAB Automotive Buyers Study; Dec. 2013, % indicates top 3 box strong – somewhat strong influence; Q. How much influence do you believe 
each of the following will on your decision to include a vehicle on your consideration list? 1= No influence – 5 = Strong influence)

25%

33%

36%

52%

55%

70%

78%

80%

AUTOMOTIVE TV ADVERTISING THE FAST LANE TO ATTRACTING LIKELY BUYERS 9

KEY INFLUENCERS ON THE SHORT LIST: 

TV is the Media with the Most Sway on a Buyer’s Consideration List

NO
INFLUENCE

STRONG 
INFLUENCE

(A25-54) (Top 3 box agree)
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PUSHING BUYERS TO THE ONLINE SHOWROOM: 

TV Ads Lead Consumers to Auto Websites
Better Than Any Other Medium

Source: CAB Automotive Buyers Study; Dec. 2013, Q. Which of the following types of automobile advertising has prompted you to look for more information on an automotive manufacturer website? (Select any or all that apply)  
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Which of The Following Types Of Automobile Advertising Has Prompted You 
To Look For More Information On An Automotive Manufacturer Website?

50%

36%

21%
16%

8% 8% 7% 6%

(A25-54)



PUSHING BUYERS TO THE ONLINE SHOWROOM: 

TV Ads Drive Buyers of Diverse Age, Race and 
Income to Auto Websites
Which of The Following Types Of Automobile Advertising Has Prompted You 
To Look For More Information On An Automotive Manufacturer Website? 

A 25-54
A 18-24

A
G

E
IN

C
O

M
E

A 55+

Source: CAB Automotive Buyers Study; Dec. 2013, Q. Which of the following types of automobile advertising has prompted you to look for more information on an automotive manufacturer website? (Select any or all that apply)  

Black

White 
Non-Hispanic

Hispanic

$100k+ HHI
$75k+ HHI

AUTOMOTIVE TV ADVERTISING THE FAST LANE TO ATTRACTING LIKELY BUYERS 11

54%

50%
54%

34%
36%

32%

14%

21%23%

9%

16%
25%

4%
8%

16%

9%

6% 8% 9%

8% 7% 7% 7%

2%

Television
Ad

Internet
Ad

Magazine
Ad

Newspaper
Ad

Direct 
Mail

Outdoor 
Ad

Radio 
Ad

Social 
Site Ad

50%
58%

52%

32%

43%

36%

19%18%18% 20%

29%

18%

10%
17%

9%
5%

14%

7% 7%
13%

7% 6%
4% 6%

Television
Ad

Internet
Ad

Newspaper
Ad

Magazine
Ad

Direct 
Mail

Outdoor 
Ad

Radio 
Ad

Social 
Site Ad

60% 59%

35%

33%

26%
24%

21% 22%

12% 11% 8%
8%

5% 6%
5% 5%

Television
Ad

Internet
Ad

Newspaper
Ad

Magazine
Ad

Direct 
Mail

Outdoor 
Ad

Radio 
Ad

Social 
Site Ad
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VEHICLE PREFERENCES (A25-54)

54%57%

67%

47%

39%44%

37%

24%

36%

18%

16%

16% 14%

10%
15%

21%

9%
11%

9%

7%9% 7%

6%9%

PUSHING BUYERS TO THE ONLINE SHOWROOM: 

TV Ads Drive Buyers of all Price Points to Auto Websites

Which of The Following Types Of Automobile Advertising Has Prompted You 
To Look For More Information On An Automotive Manufacturer Website? 

Source: CAB Automotive Buyers Study; Dec. 2013, Q. Which of the following types of automobile advertising has prompted you to look for more information on an automotive manufacturer website? (Select any or all that apply)  

“I am looking for a reliable car at a fair price point”

“I am looking for a luxury vehicle”

“I consider myself an automobile enthusiast”

Television Ad Internet Ad Newspaper AdMagazine Ad Direct Mail Outdoor AdRadio Ad Social Site Ad



42%

How did you first learn the URL address 
of the auto manufacturer website?

PUSHING BUYERS TO THE ONLINE SHOWROOM:

Only 4 out of 10 Likely Buyers Searched Online 
to Obtain the URL address of the Auto 
Manufacturer Website They Visited 

Source: CAB Automotive Buyers Study; Dec. 2013, Q. How did you first learn the URL website address (www.lexus.com) of the automotive manufacturer 

website  (i.e. www.lexus.com) Q. After you first searched for the automotive website address, how often did you use a search engine to look it up again? 
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Searched on 
the Internet

58%

Other

Majority 
Recalled the 
Website  
Address From 
a Previous 
Encounter 
With the Brand



42%

Source: CAB Automotive Buyers Study; Dec. 2013,Q. How did you first learn the URL 

website address (www.lexus.com) of the automotive manufacturer website  (i.e. www.lexus.com) 

Q. After you first searched for the automotive website address, how often did you use a search 

engine to look it up again? 
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Searched 
on the 
Internet 58%

55%

21% 18%

Other

Word of Mouth 
/ None of 
the Above

Typed web 
address directly 

into Internet 
used a search engine every 
time before visiting the site

Only 27%

47%

Advertisement

Of those who first learned from ads, 
saw it on TV

How did you first learn the URL address 
of the auto manufacturer website?

PUSHING BUYERS TO THE ONLINE SHOWROOM:

Most Type URL address Directly Into Internet; 
Few Use Search Engine Every Visit 



Source: CAB Automotive Buyers Study; Dec. 2013; Which of the following statements do you believe are true for you? (Select any or all that apply)
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A25-54 who agreed…

LIKELY BUYERS RESPOND TO TV AUTO ADS: 

TV Ads Prompt Auto Buyers to Take Action 

A deal I saw on TV about 
a vehicle prompted me 

to look up more 
information online 
(vs. 34% for a search ad)

43%
I have looked up 

information about a 
vehicle while 
watching TV

43%
I have used video 

on demand to find 
out more about an 

automobile

41%

.........................................................................

.........................................................................



How much of an influence do you believe 
each of the following will have on your 
decision to purchase a vehicle? 

Likes / tweets 
by auto 
manufacturer on 
social media

What I hear 
on radio 

Online 
Video

What I read in 
newspapers / 
magazines

Ads I see 
on TV

Reviews on 
vehicle 
review sites

Search engine 
results / ads

Information on 
auto manufacturer 
websites

Source: CAB Automotive Buyers Study; Dec. 2013, % indicate top 3 box strong – somewhat strong influence; 

Q. How much influence do you believe each of the following will on your decision to purchase a vehicle? 1= No influence – 5 = Strong influence)

22%

22%

32%

50%

56%

67%

76%

76%
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DECISION TIME: 

TV is the Media 
with the Strongest 
Influence on Purchase

No
Influence

Strong 
Influence

(A25-54) (Top 3 box agree)



Source: CAB Automotive Buyers Study; Dec. 2013; Which of the following statements do you believe are true for you? (Select any or all that apply)
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A25-54 who agreed…

CONTINUING THE DIALOGUE POST PURCHASE:

TV Auto Ads Reinforce the Purchase Decision 
and Help Maintain Loyalty

TV ads help reinforce 
the purchase 
decision of 
my vehicle

37%
TV ads reinforce the 
quality and prestige 

of a vehicle

43%
Seeing an ad for my 
vehicle makes me 

proud to be an owner

50%

.........................................................................

.........................................................................
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Source: CAB Automotive Buyers Study; Dec. 2013; Which of the following statements do you believe are true for you? (Select any or all that apply); How much influence do 

you believe (likes / tweets on social media websites by auto manufacturers) have on what vehicle you purchase? (bottom 2 boxes) 

A25-34 A25-54

Do you agree or disagree with the 
following statements? (A25-54)

Social Media’s Lack of Influence 
on the Auto Buying Process

Likes/tweets by auto manufacturers on social media websites 
have little to no influence on what vehicles I purchase 

Social media influences my opinion on an auto brand

A Social networking ad has prompted me to look for more 
information on an automotive website

I follow / like auto brands on Facebook or Twitter

74%

30%

8%

16%

78%

24%

7%

14%

.......................................................................................................................
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CAB AUTOMOTIVE BUYERS STUDY OVERVIEW

HOW? WHO? WHEN? WHY?

CAB commissioned Research Now
to conduct our Automotive Buyers Study

A 1,000 person online 
survey representative of a 
national sample

Likely automotive buyers: 
All respondents indicated 
they intended to purchase 
an automobile within the 
next 6 months

Fielded December 2013

To investigate the impact of 
media during di�erent 
stages of the automotive 
decision making process



If you would like additional video advertising information, insights or analysis 
please visit our website at www.thecab.tv or feel free to contact us directly:

Sean Cunningham 
President & CEO
212-508-1223

seanc@cabletvadbureau.com

Chuck Thompson
EVP

212-508-1211
chuckt@cabletvadbureau.com

Jason Wiese 
VP Strategic Insights 

212-508-1219
jasonw@cabletvadbureau.com

Evelyn Skurkovich
Sr Director Strategic Research Insights 

212-508-1220 
evelyns@cabletvadbureau.com

Danielle DeLauro
SVP Strategic Sales Insights

212-508-1239
danielled@cabletvadbureau.com



It’s Called A Marketing Mix

 For A Reason. 

Channel attribution

in a multi-channel marketing world
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Study Overview:

This study included data from:

Information overload! The average consumer is exposed to approximately 20,000 ad messages per day.  In some cases, 
up to 30,000 from over 200 different sources. The bottom line is that no single marketing channel can cut through this 
deluge of information. To stand out takes a Clear, Consistent and Credible message delivered across multiple advertising 
channels.

In today's environment effective marketing necessitates time, work, consistency and patience.  It's similar to relationship 
building. You can't skip the introduction and courtship and head straight into marriage.  Unfortunately, too many 
dealerships try and do just that with their online and direct marketing efforts only to realize that they don't even have the 
beginning of a customer relationship. 

The original purpose of the study was to discover which marketing channel has biggest impact on generating leads, 
shows and sales. However, upon diving in we started seeing the big picture. Certain channels are much more prone to 
lead conversion than others. However, to really make big gains in leads, shows and sales you have to have the right 
marketing mix. This includes understanding that while some channels don't directly correlate to more leads and shows 
they have a profound impact on the success of the other channels. 

The following study examines the most commonly used marketing channels. They are ranked in order from highest to 
lowest in terms of direct impact on increasing dealership leads, shows and sales. More importantly, the report details the 
impact the other marketing channels had on the success of each individual channel. This paper will dive into the results 
and share transferable principals that will help you determine the optimal marketing mix for your dealership(s).

So…How do we change this?

125 20% 12.1 1 600,0002200+
 Million  MillionDealerships Control Group

Emails Sent 

Surveyed
Buyers 

Direct Mail Pieces
SentMarket Visitors

“There are no expert marketers.
Only experienced marketers

and expert testers”

Remember :

info@theonlinedrive.com 1
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The question we set out to answer:

Our Definition of a Lead: 

Any Call, Submission Form, Email or Chat wherein
good re-contact information was captured.

Which channel would produce the highest
lead generation for retail automotive dealerships?

?

*Note – The data collected showed that the average number of days 
from time of lead submission to the purchase of a vehicle has dropped to 
57 days. Our surveys asked the question “What was your time frame for 
your purchase?” The results were as follows:

2weeks or less         – 17%

3weeks to 6weeks   – 46% 

2months or longer  – 37%

It's clear that most consumers are no longer planning to take 90+ to research their vehicle purchase and that many who 

plan to take longer don't end up doing so. The question is “why”? 

Our surveys and examination of the behavioral patterns of the surveyed customers led us to a simple answer.  
Information on the web makes the research process very fast speeding up the buying cycle. People go on line to save 
time and that is exactly what they do. 

Ÿ  This makes it critical to capture the lead early while making sure you answer this question, “Why should shoppers 
choose your dealership.”  Dealerships must strive to make themselves more helpful earlier in the shopping cycle 

Ÿ  It also highlights the need for proper and prompt follow up to set your dealership apart from the competition

........................................................................................................................................................................................................

To effectively manage this process marketing
and contact automation is now a necessity!
In short, obtaining leads early is critical
to increasing sales!

The goal of  a test  isn't  just  to get  a lift
it 's to get  a learning

– Flint McLaughlin, MecLabs

““

Lead Impact by Source
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........................................................................................................................................................................................................

The most surprising “learning” from the study was the dramatic impact each of these channels had on one another.

This started us down the path of working to understand “Which channels had the greatest impact on other channels?”

The results fundamentally changed the way we now look at marketing and should change your view as well. 

“Sustainable competitive advantage
can only be achieved through
a superior understanding of
your customer's behavior”

Starting at a high level
we looked at the behavior
of the consumers we tracked
and surveyed and found:

of off-line sourced leads continued their journey online. Meaning they visited
a landing page dedicated to the offline source where they were picked up with 
remarketing code

79%

of digitally sourced leads were tracked on 2 or more online properties that were 
owned by the dealership.This led us to conclude that if your website is your only 
online presence, you are missing a great deal of business93%

of all cases in this study showed that More Leads equated to More Sales!
This reinforces the notion that the first step of obtaining the lead is critical in
moving the shopper along the buying process.

87%
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A look into

Email Marketing Attribution What we learned!

In examining the channels that had the highest impact on Email Marketing we had a very surprising revelation. Social 
Media does have a significant impact on email marketing efforts. 

Dealerships that posted in Social Media more than 3 times per day and had in excess of 500 fans or followers on Facebook 
saw a 64% increase in CTR (click through rate) and a 36% increase in lead conversion. 

Ÿ  68% Lift in Email Marketing Conversion when emails were directed to a dedicated landing page vs. sending
the traffic to the dealership’s main website. 

Ÿ   212% Lift in CTR when the email had a single clear call to action

Ÿ    79% Lift in CTR when the email is conversation based (from a person) and not just an ad emailed to the recipient.

Ÿ According to our in-page analysis the major factors contributing to a lift in conversion for dedicated landing 
pages were:

Ÿ    This dramatic lift in CTR came as the result of eliminating confusion from the email and understanding that the   
goal of an email is to get the click, NOT to get the visit, call or to sell a vehicle

Ÿ    An email is a dialogue not a monologue. When we stopped sending emails that were nothing more than a   
catalogue page and started sending emails that were meant to engage the customer in a conversation we saw 
dramatic lifts in CTR and conversion rates

Ÿ    The presence of a clear offer – clarity trumps persuasion
Ÿ    Minimal navigation for the visitor to get lost in the website (taken away from the offer)
Ÿ    A Clear and meaningful call to action – what do you want the visitor to do and why should they do it? 

How the other Channels Effected Email Marketing 

Other factors that increased Email Campaign performance:
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Website Behavioral Targeting Attribution What we learned!

Website Behavioral Targeting is the process of selecting specific customers and making them specific offers and

calls-to-action based on their behavior on the site and their lead source or geo-location.

The Channels that had the greatest impact on Website Behavioral Targeting were:

Ÿ Traditional Electronic Media – The websites of dealerships running heavy Traditional Electronic Media (TV / Radio) 
schedules on average saw 36% more traffic to their websites than those not running any type of Traditional Electronic 
Media. This caused a 112% increase in traffic seeing Behavioral Targeting on the websites and a 172% increase in lead 
conversion as a result of the Behavioral Targeting

Ÿ Behaviorally targeting service customers with an incentive to test drive a new vehicle while in service accounted 
for an additional 72% increase in leads with an average sale ratio of 22%

Ÿ Offering an incentive to test drive a vehicle was the biggest driver of leads, shows and sales in this category, 
without the incentive the leads dropped 87% and the Shows dropped 51%

Ÿ Finally when offering an incentive that was instantly delivered the sale ratio increased 102%. This was a credibility 
indicator. Over 48% of the buyers surveyed said they did not expect to get the inventive (in this case gift cards) 
when they showed up at the dealership. When they did it made a difference in their decision to purchase from that 
dealership

Our ultimate conclusion here is that if you offer an incentive be prepared to deliver on the spot when the customer 
shows up or do not offer an incentive at all.
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A look into

Website Behavioral Targeting Attribution What we learned!

Ÿ Content Marketing – The dealerships running content marketing campaigns saw an average of 14% higher website 
traffic overall WHEN the blog content was linked to the main website properly and a 22% CTR to specific landing 
pages when banner ads were placed in the actual article body and a 11% CTR when placed on the sides

Ÿ Email Marketing – contributed a 14% lift in CTR and a 10% lift in conversion. These smaller numbers were mostly 
due to the fact that we were running all email marketing back to a specific landing page and not to the main website 
and the conversion was taking place on the dedicated email landing page

Ÿ PPC (Pay per Click) – contributed a 16% lift in traffic to Website Behavioral Targeting. Again, the smaller numbers are 
the result of not having this traffic go directly back to the main website but to a specific landing page dedicated to the 
ad group for the PPC campaigns. What was interesting was the low conversion rate in PPC in this channel. A deeper 
look at this revealed that the message on the website didn’t align well with the product ad groups used in the PPC 
campaign when the microsites were connected to the main website. When we changed the link in the dealership logo 
on the landing from going to the home page of the main website to deep linking to the inventory for the specific 
product and ad group we got a 156% lift in conversion. Again proving that all elements of your ad, landing and 
message must tightly align with the question the keywords are asking. 

Ÿ Website Organic search traffic showed a 3% traffic lift and a 1% conversion rate increase. Once again the issue 
comes back to what keywords should your website rank for. In the study we separated “Store Brand” keywords from 
other organic search keywords and this was the definition of Website Organic. By segmenting the keyword search in 
this manner it appears that ranking your site for anything other than your name has a very low direct impact on traffic 
and leads.

Ÿ 3rd party sites contributed very little to Website Behavioral Targeting due to the low volume of traffic to the main 
website they provided. However, this traffic was more motivated than PPC traffic or even Organic Website traffic with 
a 3% lift in conversion. Showing that the traffic at 3rd party sites is definitely lower funnel and can convert at the main 
website level when properly motivated.

Ÿ There was no change in direct mail due to that traffic being directed to a specific landing page for the direct mail piece 
and corresponding social media traffic. Interestingly enough we took a radical approach to see if we could convert 
social media traffic on a website by offering a $200 incentive just for a test drive to those visitors with virtually no 
affect. 

The biggest lift in lead conversion and shows accounting for the 72% overall lift in both areas came from offering an 
incentive for a test drive in the service pages on the websites. This yielded impressive gains in leads, shows and 
sales as the customers were coming to the dealership anyway resulting in both high leads and shows rates.
What was very surprising was a percentage of sale ratio of 19%. It seems that by turning the tables and giving 
customers a reason to initiate the buying process made the whole transaction more comfortable for the customer and
the salesperson thereby increasing the number of sales as a result. 
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A look into

Direct mail Attribution What we learned!

Direct mail still proved to be the number one way to direct conquest new business. The average direct mail campaign 
resulted in an average of a 17% visitor rate to the dedicated landing page with a 9% lead conversion rate when combined 
with incentivized behavioral targeting. 

During this study we found that many dealers believe that direct mail is dead or that it just doesn't work for them. In every 
case this was due to not understanding the goal of today's direct mail piece.

The other major attribution contributors to direct mail were follow:

Most of the campaigns we reviewed had 3 common pitfalls:

“The goal of direct mail is to
get the recipient to a landing page

where they can be converted
into a lead!”

Ÿ Mailing an ad to the customer – a mail piece is a conversation starter and thus simply mailing an ad to someone isn’t 
furthering or improving that conversation. Furthermore, it doesn’t give the recipient a reason to take the next step

Ÿ Asking for too much too soon – this is the old school version of direct mail, go right for the close “Get Them in the Door. 
Today customers are looking for more than you can or should articulate in a direct mail piece.  The goal of a direct mail 
piece is to further the conversation online NOT TO GET’EM IN THE DOOR. If they do show up as a direct result that is 
just an unexpected bonus

Ÿ Hitting the customer once! This is by far the worst mistake when it comes to direct mail. The idea that you can send 
one piece of direct mail in a vacuum and you’ll get them is far from reality. It generally takes 7 to 13 touches to get
a qualified sales lead and they don’t all happen on the direct mail piece, nor do they all happen the first time you 
introduce yourself and your dealership to the customer through direct mail or any other channel!

Bottom line you should identify your area, slice it up into 3 segments and mail a segment per month EVERY MONTH! 
You would never just do one TV commercial, what makes you think a single direct mailing will get everyone's attention. 
It's a channel to start a conversation with a customer and nothing more. You have to keep working the channel
the same way you work every other channel. 
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A look into

PPC (Pay per Click) Marketing What we learned!

PPC is a combination of Search Marketing, Display and Remarketing DO NOT LET ANYONE TELL YOU DIFFERENTLY! 
These things are not mutually exclusive and they are all a part of a good PPC campaign. Oddly enough PPC is one of those 
channels that serves a dual and equal role between Conversion and Awareness. 

While PPC was the 4th ranked direct lead conversion channel it still has a very big influence on other channels. It’s also
the started one online channel where you have some control over placement. This allows you to have a continuation
of the conversation in another online channel with the customer. This is done by predicting and testing the keywords that 
might be used in search after the initial introduction to the dealership through another channel. This was highly evident in that 
79% of offline customers continued their research online and of the 93% that visited multiple sites for the dealership 66% 
landed on a PPC landing page. 

The Major influencers on PPC came from within the applications that make up PPC (Search, Display and 
Remarketing) and this is the major reason why we say these applications are not mutually exclusive. 

The influencers on PPC performance were as follows:

Ÿ Electronic Media – Increase in CTR of 54% and a increase 
in lead conversion of 18%. It  must be stressed here that 
these results were only this high when the message was 
consistent across both channels

Ÿ Email Marketing – Email marketing combined with PPC 
increased PPC CTR 14% and PPC lead conversion 7%. 
The influencer here was keeping the subject of the email 
and the PPC ad very similar.  This consistency produced 
the biggest increases in CTR for PPC ads

Ÿ Website Organic traffic – there was a very low increase in 
traffic of only 7%.  However, we should note here that
we did not send any PPC traffic back to the main dealership 
websites. The traffic that did make it there came through the 
landing page to the website. It was interesting to see that 
actual website conversion did increase 14% when the traffic 
arrived via a landing page. This lends credibility to “landing 
page” influence on conversion even on main dealerships 
websites

Ÿ When running Display Campaigns with Search Campaigns there was a 26% increase in CTR and a 19% increase in lead 
conversion

Ÿ When running Remarketing as Targeted Display in combination with Search there was a significantly higher lift in CTR at 
35% and relatively no change in lead conversion at 16%. We believe the 11% higher CTR comes from following existing 
customers with banner advertising online for many months, this repetition is what caused the higher CTR

Ÿ Finally running standard remarketing had the lowest attribution to PPC with 7% lift in CTR and 9% lift in lead conversion. 
However it should be noted here that the goal of Display and Remarking is awareness more than CTR or Conversion as 
they help boost your Search Marketing CTR and Conversion more than they get these things on their own
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A look into

Website Organic Traffic and Conversion

You Need to Make Sure you Convey a Unique Selling Proposition

What we learned!

Ironically, website organic traffic lead conversion came in 6th place. This was particularly troubling as this is what most 
dealerships promote the most and try to send the most traffic. 98% of the dealerships we initially start working with are 
missing two primary elements needed to help customers choose to do business with their store.

Not knowing who your ideal customer is. 
Understanding your customer demographics and 
personas and knowing your market area are essential 
in converting more leads. A market evaluation is 
crucial. A proper market evaluation will reveal the 
following about your customers and your market:

a.   Average customer age
b.   Average customer occupation type
c.   Average Income 
d.   Lifestyle indication 
e.   Your primary market area

(where 80% of your business comes from) 
f.    Top 10 years sold 
g.   Top 10 makes sold 
h.   Top 10 models sold 
I.    New vs Used sale ratio 
j.    Top 10 trade-in’s by YR, Make and Model 
k.   Service market area 
l.    Top Service YR, Makes and Models 
m.  Top Customer Pay YR, Makes and Models 

Appeal – People have to like it and want it for 

anything to be effective. 

Credibility – Is the Proposition believable? 

Clarity – Is the value CLEAR TO THE VISITOR? 

Exclusivity – Can they get it anywhere else? 

Now answering and /or NOT REMINDING VISITORS OF THE ANSWER TO THAT
QUESTION results in one of the top reasons a dealership loses conversions across the board.

“If I am your ideal customer (that is very important and identified from the above)
then WHY would I buy from your dealership over any other dealership?”

With that said your Unique Selling Propositions
must have 4 elements to be effective these are:

Reason

#1

This is basic information you need as a marketer to answer
the next very important question. ?
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A look into

Website Organic Traffic and Conversion What we learned!

Ÿ Electronic Media had an astonishing 78% lift in overall visitor rate 
and a 41% lift in overall conversion rates

Ÿ This was corroborated by looking at the dealerships Google 
Analytics, out of the top 10 keywords that drove traffic to the 
dealership on average 8 of them were some variation of the 
dealerships name. Combined with the attribution study this 
solidified our belief that traditional media is driving most of the traffic 
to the dealerships main website

Ÿ Content Marketing played a big role in website traffic as well 
coming in with a 31% lift in website traffic. A modest gain in 
conversion leads us to believe that many of these customers are 
not quite far enough up the buying funnel to be ready to convert  
and therefore other marketing direct & web marketing efforts are 
needed to fully maximize the value derived from Content Marketing

Ÿ Conversion rates rose on main websites the most upon adding incentive based behavioral targeting to the site with an overall 47% 
average increase in conversion rates

Ÿ Sites with USP’s (Unique Selling Propositions) had an average of 11% higher conversion rates

Ÿ Sliders with VALUE got an average of 5% CRT which was 201% higher than sliders with no value.  They also got an average 
conversion rate of 6% when combined with Incentive Based Behavioral Targeting

Ÿ Sites using a Value Your Trade Page converted 58% more leads than sites without and those sites combining the Value Your Trade 
Page with Incentivized Based Behavioral Targeting saw a 101% higher lead volume rate over those site with no Value Your Trade 
Page. These sites enjoyed an average of a 57% show rate from Value Your Trade Leads

Ÿ Those dealerships with current up to date specials pages saw a 36% lift in conversion over sites with out of date or no specials pages.  
Specials pages combined with Incentivized Behavioral Targeting saw a 69% lift in lead conversion

Ÿ  Email Marketing came in at 3rd place in the attribution scale for organic website traffic with a 14% lift in visitor rate and a 2% lift in 
conversion

Ÿ *Note: Most of our clients send their email traffic to a landing page NOT to their main website accounting for the low visit and 
conversion rate. HOWEVER, we have seen over a 76% lift in lead conversion when directing email traffic to a dedicated landing page 
vs. the dealerships main website

Ÿ PPC came in 4th place with a 12% increase in visitor rate and 1% increase in lead conversion.
 *Note that most all our clients send their PPC traffic to a landing page NOT to their main website and does account for the low  

visit and conversion rate. HOWEVER we have seen over a 79% lift in lead conversion when directing PPC traffic to a dedicated 
landing page vs. the dealerships main website

Ÿ Social Media, Direct Mail and 3rd Party Sites brought up the rear with 6%, 2% and 3% increases in visitor rate respectively and no 
change in lead conversion

*Note that most all our clients send their Direct Mail traffic to a landing page NOT to their main website and does account for 
the low visit and conversion rate. HOWEVER we have seen over a 117% lift in lead conversion when directing Direct Mail 
traffic to a dedicated landing page vs. the dealerships main website. 

So let's look at the contributors to visitors and
conversion from other channels to your Main Website. 

Following are a list of  Main Web Site Conversion Amplifiers by the numbers and in order of effect on conversion:

*NOTE: Value Your Trade apps like, Kelly Blue Book, Black Book, Edmunds and Trade-In Velocity saw a 221% higher lead conversion 
rate than those websites using basic forms as Value Your Trade Pages. 

*NOTE:There was an additional 25% lift in specials page lead conversion when the specials pages were connected to a dedicated 
microsite or page for each one
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A look into

Content Marketing What we learned!

The major contributing channels to content marketing:

Ÿ Email Marketing – by adding a link to vehicle posts we were able to get a 277% lift to content marketing articles with a 
118% lift in conversion

Ÿ Social Media came in second with a 37% lift in traffic and a 12% lift in conversion rate when content was syndicated 
through Social Media Channels

Ÿ Website Organic traffic did provide a 6% lift in conversion when the blog was prominently promoted on the dealerships 
website with an 8% increase in conversion. This further supports our belief that websites in general are NOT catering 
well to different customer personas’ and that there are a lot of shoppers that need more information on a vehicle than 
they can find in the dealership Search Listings or Vehicle Details Pages 

Ÿ Electronic Media was an influencer with a 3% lift in traffic rate and 3% lift in conversion 

Ÿ PPC brought up the rear with a 1% lift in traffic but no change in conversion. This proved our belief that PPC traffic is 
much closer to a purchase decision than Organic Traffic

Conversion Amplifiers for Content Marketing
Ÿ When placing display banners within the content itself there was a 93% lift in CTR to the landing page

Ÿ When using a dedicated landing page with a specific offer there was a 22% lift in lead conversion and an additional 
13% lift in lead conversion when combined with Incentivized Behavioral Targeting 

“The number one thing to remember
about Content Marketing is that
the CONTENT IS NOT THE MARKETING!
All too often we are seeing dealers with
blogs and very good content only to have
it wasted with no marketing to
capitalize on the content. ”
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A look into

Electronic Media (Radio and Television) What we learned!

Electronic Media was by far the number one influencer channel.  It was the top influencing channel for 4 of the 9 channels 
tracked and the 3rd highest influencing channel for email marketing and 4th highest influencing channel for content 
marketing. While Electronic Media fell in the bottom 3rd percentile for direct lead conversion it clearly had a significant 
impact on the majority of the channels.  The results show that Electronic Media a must have in your marketing mix (budget 
permitting). 
This was without a doubt the most impactful take away from this study and has had a huge impact in how we are changing 
our client’s strategies for the upcoming year. 

The Learning: People are not likely to remember your commercial… They are most likely to remember HOW your 
commercial made them feel about your company product or service. When thinking about Electronic Media advertising you 
should be thinking more about how you want people to feel about your dealership or the sale you are having and less about 
the offer. 

The important take away here is that Electronic Media in a huge influencer that needs to be run in conjunction with online 
and offline direct marketing. The main reason for this is the “Busy Trap”, people are generally not in the mode or in a place 
of opportunity to act when being exposed to the TV or Radio commercial you’re running. They are usually busy with 
something else, family time, dinner, driving to work etc. when they do hear or see your commercial they are engaged in 
several different activities and are only half way paying attention to your ad. For this reason the feeling of the ad lasts 
longer than the substance of the ad. 

Bottom-line when producing TV / Radio spots think about how you want people to feel about your dealership and your 
message and what keywords that might evoke them to search on.  

Following are the channels impacted by
Electronic Media with lifts in CTR,
Traffic and Conversion: 

Ÿ Website Behavioral Targeting saw the biggest impact with Electronic Media with a 112% increase in traffic and a 171% 
increase in lead conversion. This was due to the increased traffic and awareness of the dealerships main website itself

Ÿ Email Marketing saw a 24% increase in CTR and a 14% increase in lead conversion when run in conjunction with 
Electronic Media Campaigns

Ÿ Content Marketing brought up the rear with a 3% increase in traffic and a 3% increase in lead conversion

Ÿ Organic Website traffic saw a 78% lift in traffic and a 41% lift in 
conversion when the dealership was running Electronic Media 
Campaigns

Ÿ PPC traffic saw a 54% increase in CTR and an 18% increase 
in lead conversion when run in conjunction with Electronic 
Media Campaigns. This was particularly impactful when tying 
in specific keywords associated with Electronic Media 
Campaigns

Ÿ Direct Mail traffic saw a 46% increase in visit rate and a 78% 
increase in conversion when run in conjunction with Electronic 
Media Campaigns
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A look into

3rd Party Sites What we learned!

This was the only marketing channel we could find that truly was an island. We could find very little attribution to or from 3rd 
Party Sites (Ebay.com, Motors, AutoTrader.com, Cars.Com, Craigslist.org, CarSoup.com, etc.).

The data would suggest these sites would have better value to the dealership by charging by the click through not by a 

subscription based service, however that value may not be as profitable as the value being derived by the fear. 

The only attribution we did find:

We cannot discount that 3rd Party Listings should be in your marketing mix but you have to realize that their value stands 
completely alone. 

Interestingly enough, there was one 3rd Party Provider that seemed undervalued, TrueCar. This 3rd Party Providers 
business model did not put it squarely in competition with its dealer customer base for the same customers through 
traditional and online advertising to the same degree as the others. 

The affinity partnerships and TrueCar pricing model with USAA, AMEX and several other large organizations where 
customers have trusted relationships allowed TrueCar to bring a customer to  the dealer that was completely outside 
normal marketing channels and was more of a referral than it was an advertisement. 

While TureCar like other 3rd Party Providers does stand alone their lack of use of the dealerships inventory, low direct 
competition in marketing for the same customer as the dealer and pricing model (only getting paid on the sale) actually 
makes them under valued as a 3rd party provider. This is due to the fact that they rely on the dealer's skill & follow up 
process to ultimately get the customer in the door and sell the customer. This puts a great deal of TrueCar's revenue 
ability squarely in the hands of its dealer network, a network they have very little control over.  

TrueCar's control generally stops at the lead and perhaps they would be better off charging for what they can ultimately 
control. For the dealer the fact they are willing to take payment on the actual sale of a vehicle is a much better deal than 
other 3rd party providers in the market. 

Our surveys and our user testing suggests that many customers do not even know where the dealership the vehicle 
they are looking at on these sites is located. Furthermore, if they do contact the dealer it is usually NOT through 
these sites directly but via another channel or referral.

Ÿ Website Behavioral Targeting increase of 2% in views and 3% in conversion rate, with a website organic traffic 
increase of 3%. 

We were a bit surprised by this phenomenon, we expected 

there to be more attribution to the main website at the very 

least. However, upon further investigation we found that 3rd 

Parties are basically designed as steel traps to get customers 

into their site and to keep them there. While this makes total 

sense for the 3rd party site it actually may be counterproductive. 

Further review revealed that 37% of the customers that came 

into the website or a dedicated microsite from 3rd party sites 

came back to the site directly and converted to a lead. The data 

would seem to suggest that the biggest asset these sites have 

is the amount of traffic they generate.  As it stands they do not 

monetize the traffic as much as they monetize the dealerships 

themselves.  This leads dealerships to fear that if they do not 

have a presence their competition will and will get the 

customers.
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A look into

Social Media What we learned!

Social Media as you might have expected is also a big influencer, but it influenced in a way we quite honestly didn't expect. 
We expected that people talking about the brand / customer testimonials would  have a bigger impact on website traffic and 
result in more direct leads. Thus, it was interesting to see Social Media bringing up the rear in overall direct lead impact. 

These are the channels directly
impacted by a good
social media presence:

The definition of a good social media presence was as follows; Minimum of
500 friends / fans and / or Followers and at least 10 posts per week.

*

Ÿ Social Media has a profound impact on email marketing with a 64% lift in CTR and a 36% lift in conversion on email 
marketing. This was explained by our survey where over 77% of people surveyed said they were usually on social 
media and email at the same time

Ÿ Content Marketing came in 2nd with a 37% lift in traffic directly from Social Media and a 12% lift in conversion

Ÿ PPC also got a good lift from Social Media gaining a 4% lift in CTR and Conversion. This also made sense with 
customers obviously being on social media and their computers at the same time 

Ÿ Lastly, Direct Mail with a 3% lift in visitor rate and 2 % lift in conversion along with Organic traffic to the website getting 
a 6% lift in conversion
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A look into

Social Media What we learned!

Social Media will continue to grow as an influencer as the lines between reviews, owner referrals and testimonials start to 
blur. There are some new uses in social media that will move it up in the direct lead generation rankings, the biggest of 
these being:

Facebook Custom Audiences – available to everyone in November of 2013, custom audiences will definitely allow those 
dealerships without a lot of friends and fans to target their existing customer better on Facebook with display advertising 
and promoted articles. 

While Social Media is likely to rise in direct lead generation ranking we believe it will remain a bigger influencer than lead 
generator. This puts your dealerships main goals in Social Media as follows: Awareness, Loyalty and then Conversion. 

FBX Face book re-targeting – this is a relatively new program for 

Facebook so our data on it is low. However what we have so far show 

that the average time between a visitor leaving your site and seeing 

your Facebook re-targeting ad is 3.2 hours. This is a significant 

improvement over the 37 hours we track in standard re-targeting.

The reason is the high number of times the average customer logs into 

Facebook each day (3.4 times) makes Facebook re-targeting a really 

big deal and thus where most of your re-targeting effort should go

During out testing we did gather some interesting side data:

Ÿ Giveaways on Facebook are basically useless with less 6% of fans from giveaways buying within 12 months of the 
giveaway

Ÿ Most interesting, while we still suggest that a friend is far better than a Fan or a“Like” those customers that did Fan or 
Like the dealership were 43% more likely to buy from the dealership in the future (according to our surveys). 
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What is the right Marketing Mix? 

To answer this question we believe you must first understand
the primary goal of each channel.  Remember,
People buy the way They want and NOT the way YOU want to sell them.

Today, this category makes up the bulk of the channels available to dealerships. This is because there has been a 
movement with the internet to get marketing closer to the buying decision. Technology continues to make direct 
communications much easier and less expensive. However several of these channels do still serve a dual role:

No matter what the marketing mix having a consistent message across all channels is the most important element. 

Ÿ PPC’s primary goal should always be conversion but we cannot discount its unique ability to put the right message in 
front of the customer when they go online after having seen an offline offer (as 79% of people do). Therefore we have 
to recognize that it has greater value than indicated by being ranked in fourth position from a direct lead generation 
point of view.

Ÿ 3rd Party Sites also have a primary goal of lead generation but unfortunately the dealer has very little control or ability 
to improve on these sites beyond shelling out more money for higher rankings, hardly a good solution for the dealer. 
But we also cannot discount the effect of referral traffic and lift in Organic traffic associated with 3rd Party Listings and 
Providers.

Customers do not see your marketing the same way you do with specific messages 
and offers on specific products through specific channels. Overlap will happen 
whether you want it to or not. An integrated approach and message in your 
marketing is by far the most important thing.

“

“

Larry Bruce, President / CEO, OnlineDrive

?

Conversion
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Based on the data from this study we have broken down
the optimal marketing budget as seen below. 

On further investigation when looking at the sites we found the following.

Optimal Marketing Budget

Overall Marketing Budget
Breakdown: 

For the breakdown of the 35% Digital Marketing
Spend the data suggests the following allocation:

When looking at optimizing shows and sales there were two questions that have to be answered. The first was addressed 
in the Organic Website section of this white paper. 

“If I am your ideal prospect, why should I do business with you over any other 
dealership in your market?”

“Why should I give you my information?”

“Why did you not fill out any of the lead submission form in the dealership website? 

“There was no reason to!”

?

?

87% 

This fundamental question goes beyond the lead generation to the actual Macro Conversion 
(The Sale). However, there is one additional question you will have to answer to get the lead 
in order to even get the chance to engage the customer to get the show or the sale!

Not answering that question costs dealerships more leads than any other thing touched upon 
in this white paper. The shoppers within the control group who did not submit a lead were 
asked the following question: 

Over 87% gave the following response:

Ÿ There were an adequate numbers of pictures on the vehicle 

Ÿ The price was clearly marked 

Ÿ The vehicle was described adequately 

Ÿ The options were clear 
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You never want to limit the ways in which customers can contact your dealership. However, there are some contact methods you 
should prefer over others and thus should optimize your site around those methods. 

We tracked the following contact methods to the dealership; Form Submission, Call, Email and Chat. Tracking the corresponding 
show rates and sale ratios provided some interesting results.

80% of the testing / data analysis team projected calls to be the number one source for shows and sales including myself.

We were wrong! 

Ÿ Form Submission took 1st place by far with a 52% show rate and a 59% sale ratio. While looking to why this was the 
case what we found made perfect sense. The form submission captured the re-contact information for the customer 
allowing for ongoing follow-up. The other methods lack the ability to get all the information necessary all the time

Ÿ Phone calls came in a distant 2nd with a 22% show rate. As we listened to a number of calls we found that over 64% of 
the time the dealership personnel couldn’t get or didn’t ask for customers re-contact information. Making the call
the only touch point available to the dealership

Ÿ Email came in at 17% with a 46% sale ratio

Ÿ Bringing up the rear was Chat with an 11% show rate and a 43% sale ratio

It is interesting to note that Call, Email and Chat sale ratios were all within 3% of one another. The difference was in the 
show rates. The chat show rate was disappointing but not totally unexpected.

Ironically the reason for the poor show rate is used as a selling point for chat, the anonymity of the contact. We were able 
to determine that most of the people contacting the dealer through chat do not want to be re-contacted and were just 
looking for information. In many cases to buy somewhere else or to eliminate the dealership from consideration all together.
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When working to build a business,
you must be responsive

The biggest increase in show rate came when connecting the salesperson and 
the customer on the phone within 5 minutes of the lead being submitted. When 
we were able to accomplish this response time the show rate increased 311%.

What was particularly interesting in testing response rate was that the show rate actually dropped 39% below the 

control when the lead was responded to within 10 – 20 minutes.

When surveying the customers that were contacted within 5 minutes of the lead being submitted we 
found that 91% were still at their computer doing the research. That combined with the drop rate at 

10 min suggests that most are doing research 5 to 10 minutes at a time.

There was absolutely no change in response rate from 20 minutes to 24 hours. This would suggest that 
customer are not sitting down for hours on end to research and buy a car but in spurts most likely as they see and get 
marketing messages that send them on that quick look.

The conclusion,
push for a form lead and contact within 5 minutes of the lead being submitted. Use the give and get method and 
keep the conversation on the incentive rather than on the vehicle or the price. 

Basically you just want the next step which is a test drive and NOT THE SALE.  

91%
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Our conclusions are that a combination of online and offline, push and inbound marketing works best. There is no one channel 

that excels so far above the others that you can focus your time and resource on just that channel and succeed. 

The idea is to look at you marketing mix as a whole unit, segmented by channels. Understand the goal of each channel and 

how that channel works to help other channels both create and overall lift lead volume. Continuing to tweak and test each 

segment of the marketing mix to get the highest performance from every channel. Understand that some channels have very 

little direct lead value but stopping them or not doing them at all will diminish the overall marketing mix performance greatly.

 

In the end a healthy marketing mix will consist of Electronic Media, Email Marketing, PPC, Website Behavioral Targeting, 

Content Marketing, SEO Website Organic Traffic, Social Media Engagement and Marketing, Direct Mail, 3rd Party Providers 

and your local Community Marketing in some fashion. You will get small lifts from all and working together these will produce 

overall big lifts in lead conversion. However to get a sustainable advantage more leads are not enough as an ultra-responsive 

business and follow process is needed to maximize the value of the increased lead volume. 

Conclusion:

If you would like more information or a full Marketing
& Strategy Evaluation from OnlineDrive

855-444-4374

info@theonlinedrive.com

www.theonlinedrive.com

please Contact Us @

OnlineDrive is the automotive industries only single source Digital 
Marketing Platform to integrate websites, PPC, Email Marketing, 
Direct Mail Marketing, Content Marketing, Social Media 
Management and Marketing with website behavioral targeting and 
responsive automated lead contact management.
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